Music for Little Mozarts Book 1
Assignment Sheet: Week 1
Name:

Lesson Book: pages 5-9  (Practice 4-5 times a week: 5-10 minute)
Workbook: pages 4-7  (As semester progresses, please don't work ahead in this book)  (1-2 days)
Discovery Book: pages 4-11  (1-2 days)
Flashcards: # none  (4-5 times a week, Do with Lesson book)
Magnet Board: n/a  (1-2 times a week, if there is an assignment)

**************************************************

Practice this week was:

    Excellent!
    Good
    In need of more review

Practice Suggestions:
    Count out loud
    Practice at a slower speed (tempo)
    Curve your fingers
    Sit up straight with relaxed shoulders

Other: